Steps to becoming your own true self. GLB versus TS
GLB
Make decision to become
your true self

Come out, lose wife and
family possibly if you
have them

This is designed to show the different steps
and possibly the different approach of the
medical fraternity.
It is in no way meant to place one person
above the other in status or importance.
It is merely a way of showing the difficulties of the transition that are hidden by
lack of knowledge of the other’s plight

Visit Gym, Buff up

Buy new wardrobe—new
hairstyle

Don’t bother with buffing
up—go teddy bear,
straight acting

It is also assumed that TS people are
gay or that they have a need for a
straight relationship with someone of
the same sex but need to stay inside
the “norms” of society.
This is a fallacy and whilst the
instance of homosexuality is slightly
higher, it is not usual for us to be
GL or B

Make decision to become
your true self
See Doctor find out about
Gender specialists. Have
medical work up.
Visit specialist and check
out options and time
scale . Find out that it is
two years minimum and
will cost about the same as
a uni education (basic)
Come out.
Tell family, lose wife,
family, job, career. Cost
$200,000 a new house and
career and emotional stability

Go to Venues that include
others like you. Enjoy new
life

TS extra Duties
During the transition phase, it is wise to
also visit support groups to assess the needs
you will likely have during the rest of your
life. I guess this is the same for Gays, but
less a requirement more a choice—many
do not need the support group if they are
able to break into the Gay scene without
help. This would be difficult when the person is a minor, but support groups like open
doors cater for both TS and Gay Kids.

Transsexual MtF

See therapist several times
then a psychiatrist several
times .Cost $ lots
Continue to see therapist
and doctor— perhaps BAS
to improve figure if
growth hasn’t occurred

See endocrinologist have
lots of blood tests and start
HRT—take for rest of life
Cost $lots Health Danger—tangible

After two years have major, life threatening surgery Cost $20,000

Buy new wardrobe (first
of several as you grow/
change)

Learn to dilate, do this
several hours a week for
rest of life

Have electrolysis, buy wig
or have hair transplant or
use minoxydil Cost
$10,000

Maybe if you can overcome difficulty of acquiring female skills and look
reasonably normal, re—
enter society

Transition or if really ugly
get face surgery first
Cost $30,000

After rebuilding your life,
wait two years, suffer the
indignity of public abuse
as you learn to cope with
new you

